Working with others and enjoying it: CS1 students' experience of small-group collaboration on a business simulation
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Abstract—This Research Full Paper presents a study exploring whether CS1 entrants’ views of the impact and benefits of group work were modified by the experience of small-group collaboration during their first semester at university.

We describe a first year business IS module taken by new CS entrants. The practical part of the module is intended to build students’ soft skills, and is based on students participating for ten weeks in small teams on an online business simulation called SimVenture. We administered a questionnaire at the start and end of the simulation, asking whether and in what ways participants thought group work would impact on their academic success, professional prospects, social life and personal development.

Our findings show that participants began and ended the module favourably disposed towards group work. They foresaw beneficial outcomes from collaborative learning, including improved soft skills and better communication, and the opportunity to make friends; whilst they acknowledged the existence of unfair workloads and social loafing, this wasn’t their experience on the module. We feel our learning design promotes co-located small-group teams, and provides a beneficial, supportive experience for students during the crucial, transitional first year.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This case study explores a cohort of first year CS undergraduates’ expectations of the impact and benefits of group work, before and after their participation in a collaborative learning-centred module. The design and context of the module are explained in some detail. An active learning design has been chosen to gain the benefits of group work, despite the challenges of applying it to a large cohort, some of whom may be stereotypically averse to collaborating.

An implicit aim of the module is to encourage in a large class of new students studying a range of different disciplines, the friendships and peer-support that might be expected to arise organically in a small cohort, by designing learning events based around co-location and purposeful gameplaying. The object of encouraging friendships is to nurture resilience and academic buoyancy [1], boost social capital [2], and combat the anonymity and sense of disconnection [3] that some students may feel in the large classes typical of the transitional first year [4]. The ultimate aim, which is used to justify the expense of this design in terms of staff, lab space and software, is to bolster students’ engagement and attendance in a context of high drop out amongst UK computer science first years, which at 9.8% is the worst of any subject [5].

II. BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF PROVIDING ACTIVE AND SOCIAL LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

The idea that environment influences the education that young people receive has a long heritage: back in the 1930s Dewey wrote, “the only way in which adults consciously control the kind of education that the immature get is by controlling the environment in which they act, and hence think and feel” [6]. López-Fernández, Tovar, Raya, Marzal, & Garcia [7] consider the three interrelated factors of student motivation, aptitude and academic conditions as having an effect on academic performance. Activity theory is well-established [8] [9] in suggesting that skills are constructed in social interactions within cultural activities that they support. Social learning theory [10], emphasises the importance of regular participation within a learning community, and Vygotsky’s theory of learning [8] suggests that “zones of proximal development”, social spaces created in co-located group work, are critical for the development of complex skills.

As many researchers, for example Kanaparan, Cullen, & Mason [11], attest, the key components of student engagement are behavioural, cognitive and emotional engagement [12]. Kanaparan & al identify enjoyment, interest, and gratification as three factors contributing to emotional engagement, that positively impact on students’ self-efficacy and outcomes. James [13] argues the case for play, which encompasses all three factors, as an essential element of tertiary education, acknowledging that games and simulations are the kind of serious, goal-oriented [14] play “that universities are prepared to entertain”.

A. Experiential Learning

Bandura’s explanation [15] of mastery experience theory is helpful in supporting the benefit of using simulations, particularly embedding the play within a metanarrative to make the experience more meaningful and relevant to students [16]. Scaffolding the simulation with structured exercises followed by presentation, feedback and then another presentation allows students to undergo Kolb’s ‘concrete experience’ of doing, ‘reflective observation’ upon the learning achieved, ‘abstract conceptualisation’ of hypothesis-driven strategies, and ‘active experimentation’ underpinning their decision-making [17]. As Angolia & Reed point out [18], “additional instructor effort is needed to develop external, course specific student work to supplement and enhance the simulation experience”. 
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The use of a serious game within the framework of a co-located lab session facilitated by an instructor is expensive in terms of software and staff. However, James [13] suggests that games sometimes provoke resistance, even strong emotions, tied to university educators’ sense of professional credibility and academic identity. Therefore, their use must be unquestionably justifiable in terms of the benefits to be gained by students. Whilst we can argue that simulations are not necessarily innate.

Industry demand for CS graduates who possess soft skills is higher than ever [29]. While technical skills are important, in a dynamic job market they have limited currency compared to soft skills [30]. In an interesting study comparing the attitudes of CS graduates versus coding bootcamp alumni without degrees, Burke & Bailey proposed [31] that their “college” participants shared CS universe educators’ general view that soft skills were personal attributes, whilst their “camp” participants not only viewed them as learned skills, but that acquiring them through the bootcamp experience would immediately benefit them in employment.

Following a survey of large midwest US employers, Jones, Leonard, & Lang [32] determined that, in addition to programming, operating system knowledge, hardware, telecommunications, networking, and database design skills, an IS graduate should possess communication (oral and written) and team skills, problem solving, and critical thinking. Albeit Jones & al’s study is limited geographically and in terms of firms’ size, their review of recent studies suggests that many employers rate soft skills more highly, perceiving them as harder to acquire through training after employment. In their wider-ranging survey of computer professionals, Exter, Caskurlu, & Fernandez [33] found that of the ten most important skills and topics they thought computing graduates should have, half were from communication and teamwork areas. By contrast, eight of the bottom ten items came from technical areas. Their students’ vision of an ideal degree programme included “engagement in multiple individual and team projects under realistic conditions”, with collaborative learning therefore seen as a key way to experience them. Soft skills are also a core element of the widely-cited “Partnership for 21st century skills” [34].

IV. ATTITUDES TOWARDS GROUP WORK

The focus of our study was the first year CS cohort’s attitudes towards group work. Sturner, Bishop, & Lenhart [35] characterize undergraduates as already having positive attitudes toward collaboration and at least a strong desire to be seen as a “team player”. In their interesting study [36] of UK undergraduates’ engagement with employability, Clements & Kamau found that the mastery approach [15] was associated with proactive career behaviours.

Souza, Moreira, & Figueiredo [37] report that their participants were positive towards team-based, rather than individual, software development projects as beneficial to employability. This somewhat contradicts the popular stereotype of CS students preferring self-directed learning [38]. It also contrasts with our common mental picture of the uncommunicative geek programmer [39] who has been coding for years [40]. In fact, Sturner, Bishop, & Lenhart found that the need for communication between group members was mentioned most often in students’ evaluations, which also reported issues developing from members withholding their opinions or questions out of shyness or fear [35].

Dacre Pool, Gurbutt, & Houston [27] regard the requirement to work in teams as one of the challenges experienced by students that strengthen their emotional resilience. Interestingly, Dacre Pool & al specify working in unfamiliar or shifting teams as being particularly beneficial [27], underlining their general view that attitudes towards collaboration can be changed by activities and experience, and are not necessarily innate.

Lancellotti & Boyd warn against assuming that group work will automatically generate a positive attitude: “students are often placed in teams for a class project where it is
optimistically assumed that the experience of teamwork itself will make students better at working in teams” [41]. Students’ attitudes are often shaped by past group work experience, harbouring, for example, resentment towards “social loafers”, who instead of doing their share and enabling everyone to reduce their efforts, which is Latané, Williams, & Harkins’ original definition [42], slack more than their team mates yet benefit from their efforts. A non-slacking member thus disadvantaged may become a reluctant participant, behaving as a “diligent isolate” [43] who dislikes teamwork and often sees others as ineffective and incapable. Brown & al emphasise the strength of the instructor’s influence on students’ attitude towards teamwork through “tutor-to-student” activities, encouragement, and by policing social loafing [44].

The emphasis on social learning can introduce greater discomfort for students who already suffer from social anxiety [45]. Although the requirement for oral presentations is ubiquitous at all levels of education including degrees [46], students do not receive adequate instruction in this topic [47], adding to self-doubt about competence. Further, undertaking presentations, in a pair or group, or in front of an audience can cause situation-specific “stage fright” amongst students who do not usually experience long-standing social anxiety [48]. Even a presentation some way off in the future can taint a student’s attitude towards the group work element by amplifying negative self-perception [48]. Anxiety can also be caused by the group work being “heavyweight” through carrying significant marks [49].

V. RATIONALE FOR STUDY
As a result of our review of the context of university-based collaborative learning, we identified a number of phenomena and factors that would be interesting to explore in a live module, whilst acknowledging the relatively small sample and qualitative nature of the data.

Firstly, we could find out whether our sample of CS entrants fit the stereotype of unwilling collaborators, and what benefits they might or might not see in group work, whether improved success in modules, or in their work prospects once they graduate, in their social lives at university, or their own personal development.

It would be futile trying to determine any quantifiable relationship between students’ enjoyment of working in a group and engagement or persistence on the course, simply because there are so many other extraneous factors impinging on students’ engagement, including academic ability, finance, attendance, part-time jobs, and motivation. However, the reputation of group work is as a bête noire of students, so it would be interesting to hear whether enjoyment did indeed feature in responses.

Further, the conditions in our university reflect many of the issues and dilemmas being researched: our educators face challenges in finding the time and staff to resource active learning events; we have cohorts of over 150 students in some first year modules [21]; our most spacious rooms are traditional tiered lecture theatres, quite unsuitable for collaborative learning [23], and this study offers an opportunity to describe our learning design, which may be of interest to others seeking to implement collaboration under similar constraints. Finally, whilst the study was not an evaluation of our module’s success, any positive views of group work from students at the end of the module could be taken as a proxy endorsement of its validity.

VI. CASE EXAMPLE OF GROUP WORK USING A SIMULATION
This study is located in a module that is compulsory in the first semester of first year for students on six CS-related degrees. The module has three components: weekly lectures on business organisation and systems assessed by exam; classroom tutorials on academic writing assessed by a report; and co-located, lab-based practical sessions using the business simulation, SimVenture. For tutorials and labs, the cohort is split into six more manageable classes according to their degree.

A. Use of SimVenture Evolution, the Business Simulation
The heart of the module, which differentiates it from the other modules undertaken by these students throughout their degrees, is a total enterprise, business simulation-centred learning activity undertaken over the course of a semester in groups, and assessed by group presentation. SimVenture simulates the funding, establishment, research, design, management and operation of a bicycle manufacturing business, in which the player must make all the decisions for their firm to grow and prosper. It is a cloud-based application, created and operated by Venture Simulations, based in York, northern England [50].

We built SimVenture into the module to consolidate the business organisation principles taught in the lectures, and provide familiarity with financial reporting, supply chain and manufacturing concepts. Working in simulated quarterly cycles, the team make decisions in four areas of business (Organisation, Operations, Sales and Marketing, and Research and Development), run a quarter, see the impact of their actions on profit, cashflow and other indicators, and receive feedback on performance. The simulation rewards decisions based on market, competitor and customer research, and on response to performance feedback, rather than on guesswork. The challenge is to generate customer orders leading to sales, and generally build a successful firm.

To facilitate reporting of decisions in the presentations, SimVenture includes an in-built log which documents decisions, and which groups can review in order to construct their presentation. Groups were encouraged, however, to keep their own log of key decisions – and particularly the rationale for them – which is made easier if they designate a team member to be note-taker. The aim was for students to undergo all four stages of Kolb’s [17] experiential learning cycle.

B. Active Learning Design
We chose a game-like simulation in recognition of the positive relationship between enjoyment and learning [11]. We designed the SimVenture sessions as a mixture of facilitated and (team-based) self-directed learning through additional exercises [18]. According to Taylor, Backlund, & Niklasson [51], continued involvement by the instructor during the course of the simulation can improve outcomes. Their study describes a continuum from entirely self-directed to coaching-by-gaming, with very close involvement. Our design was some way between the two extremes, the lab tutor beginning each session with roughly twenty minutes of whole-class teaching, in which students focus on an exercise using a particular area of the simulation. The lab tutor, accompanied by a student demonstrator, would go round each group, noting
down attendance, deterring social loafing [42] and troubleshooting. For example, students might be directed to explore the finance menu to complete an exercise that teaches them how to understand a balance sheet. This is intended to expand their familiarity with the simulation, inform their game playing, and embed knowledge of business practices. Whilst the lab sessions allow some formal teaching, the module is designed for most of the game playing and preparation for assessments to take place outside timetabled hours, and students have 24/7 access to machines in the library and in the 400-seat campus computer lab.

Unlike Burke & Bailey’s educators [31] we regarded soft skills as learned and learnable, not personal attributes. Along with the implicit objective of friendship and peer support, the module’s desired outcomes stated briefly in the module descriptor are “interpersonal skills, including oral presentation, collaborative working, technical and business writing, conflict resolution”. No assumption was made of individuals students’ soft skills attributes and experience, because of their heterogeneous national and educational backgrounds. They were mainly young Scottish entrants, along with many from the EU, and some from the rest of the UK and further afield.

C. Simulation Team Composition

We wished to accommodate students’ choice to pick their team members, whilst preventing anyone from remaining unpicked owing to their shyness or even the prejudices of fellow students [52] [53]. We also needed to economise on SimVenture licences. The instructor compromised by dividing them into teams of three as soon as they took their seats in the first lab, reasoning that those who were already friends would have sat down near one another. By imposing teams, formation was swift, the instructor appeared impartial, and no-one was left unpicked.

To optimize the active learning element [20], and to allow room for a small team to gather comfortably around a single screen, SimVenture was timetabled wherever possible in a relatively small lab where workstations are clustered in four groups of six machines [23]. Had social distancing measures been in place, as they will be in the next, post-pandemic presentation of the module, then larger labs would be used, so that students would sit at their own machines and use screen sharing to enable collaboration and collective decision-making. The newly-formed teams were encouraged to exchange mobile phone numbers to enable informal social media contact [54] mainly by WhatsApp, such as friends might use [2], but as the semester wore on, many teams took up communicating via Slack [28], which is used by the student computing societies. In a socially distanced setting, these tools would become even more valuable in helping to strengthen relationships and ensure engagement by all team members.

D. Assessment

The simulation element was assessed by two group presentations in weeks 8 and 11 of the semester. The presentations were the means of assessing the “product of collaboration”[14]. Because there was no opportunity to teach presentation skills formally [47], students were given guidance in the whole-class teaching segment, and each group was given in advance the assessment criteria and a copy of the feedback sheet that would be used to mark them. Students were advised to dress formally, but if they didn’t have business clothes, they could aim for a “team-like appearance” creatively and relatively cheaply. Marks for personal presentation also encompassed individual and collective demeanour, such as fidgeting [48] or appearing inattentive whilst other team members are speaking. This was not lightweight teamwork [49], because the two presentations contributed 40% of the final module mark.

The audience in the assessment room was limited to the module leader only, to avoid exacerbating the anxiety surrounding oral presentations [48].

E. Importance of Feedback

Feedback was delivered by the module leader face-to-face immediately after the presentation [25] by means of handwritten notes on the marksheet (carbon copied to keep a record) awarding marks for structure, company identity, individual and team performance, explanation of decision making, problem solving, high quality slides, summary data intelligently presented in self-created Excel charts and other criteria.

The “top copy” of handwritten feedback was taken away by the members to discuss amongst themselves and be elaborated upon by the SimVenture lab facilitator [51]. Though there was less than five minutes of face-to-face time available before the next group would enter and do its presentation, teams that contained a known free-rider needed to be asked in what proportion they would award their group mark. When committed group members see “social loafers” or free-riders receive the same marks as them, it can sour their group work experience [55]. Discussion also performs the same beneficial interaction between student and tutor as the face-to-face, interactional model of study amongst face-to-face collaborating students [25].

VII. GROUP WORK EXPECTATIONS STUDY

We undertook a study using a purposive sample of first year students belonging to a Scottish university school of computing. The students were in their first semester of a range of undergraduate courses: Business Information Technology, Cyber Security and Forensics, Computer Systems and Networks, Computing, and Software Engineering. They were all enrolled in a compulsory Information Systems in Organisations module, which in the academic session 2019/20 involved 103 students.

At the first SimVenture sessions (T1), before team formation, we administered a paper questionnaire including four semi-structured questions with a box beneath each for answers. As made clear in the consent form, participation was voluntary; although every student present in lab during the first week responded, there were a number of absences owing to late arrival at the university and sickness. We administered the same paper questionnaire at the final SimVenture sessions (T3), by which time several students had withdrawn from the course or transferred to other modules.

A. Questionnaire

As Gress, Fior, Hadwin, & Winne explain [14], measurement and assessment in computer-support cooperative learning can take one of three forms: assessing the individual about the individual, assessing the individual about the group, and assessing the group as a whole”. Our case study assesses the individual about the individual. When wording the questions our aim was to keep questions short and unambiguous. We realized some students might attribute a
negative connotation to the verb ‘impact’, but that this might also occur with the similarly neutral verb ‘affect’, and that trying to avoid leading the respondents would lead to lengthy circumlocutions. We wished to cover the key topics without planting terms like ‘soft skills’, ‘employability’, ‘friends’, and ‘competence’ in the four questions:

At university:
1) Do you think group work will impact on your academic success, and if so, in what ways? [11]
2) Do you think group work will impact on your professional prospects, and if so, in what ways? [30]
3) Do you think group work will impact on your social life, and if so, in what ways? [2]
4) Do you think group work will impact on your personal development, and if so, in what ways? [27]

The first question arose out of our conjecture, based on the popular stereotype of CS students [39], that we would have a considerable core of less socially-minded students for whom working with fellow students would not be their primary motivation. We speculated that a number of them might instead be instrumentally motivated by some potential benefit to their module marks, or later during the rest of their degree.

Question 2 was intended to find out whether the sine qua non of soft skills on the CS curriculum to enhance employability was seen as valuable or relevant by the students themselves.

The third question was aimed at establishing whether our desire for group work to foster social support and friendships was shared by the students.

Finally, Question 4 was intended to uncover the experiential benefits students thought they might gain from group work; we hoped these would go beyond academic skills and give us some insight into the less concrete results students want from group work.

B. Coding in NVivo 12

Of the 103 students enrolled on the module at the start of the semester, 90 responded at T1, and 97 at T2. The analysis is based on the 81 students who answered both times. We paired the T1 and T2 respondents by matching the student matriculation numbers on the cover of each questionnaire, anonymized them by substituting a code for the matriculation number, and transcribed the open-ended responses. We used thematic analysis by first importing the transcribed questionnaires into NVivo 12 Pro [56], then assigning codes, called ‘nodes’ in NVivo, to the questionnaire data.

Deriving our data from written answers to direct questions resulted in shorter and more structured responses than would, for example, focus groups or interviews, and the four main themes that were identified through open coding [57] aligned closely with the questions and were named “Academic success”; “Personal development”; “Professional prospects”; and “Social life”. Of these, the first three generated responses from almost all 81 respondents at both stages, as can be seen in figures 1 and 2. Coding was completed to discover which additional themes would emerge from students’ responses.

Fig. 1. NVivo 12 Screen Showing Themes from T1 Responses

VIII. RESULTS

Once coding was complete, it was clear that the numbers of references per node scarcely differed between T1 and T2, but themes emerged that reflected common concerns for students and sometimes instructors. These were expressed sometimes hurriedly in the questionnaire. There is often surprising consistency between a student’s answers at the start and the end of the simulation, but it is also possible to discern growing awareness and achievement, particularly in the areas of improved skills, confidence and friendships.

A. Academic Success

Our participants were generally positive [35] about the impact of group work on their academic success at university. This student is typical in remaining positive at T2:

“Directly by group assessment. Indirectly by group study.” (T1)

“Group work for assessments has a great impact. In this group it has been beneficial.” (T2)

This student’s experience of group work on the module has led to a more nuanced view:

“Group work will help, as people think differently and discussing things will help you understand more.” (T1)

“Yes, can work better as a team as more ideas, but can also impact development due to disagreements taking up time.” (T2)

B. Professional Prospects

Question 2 was answered by almost all our participants, and most expressed very similar views, perhaps gained prior to their arrival at university, that group work was important in the workplace [37] and for employability [33]:

“Yes, because team work is a crucial skill that many employers look for across a wide range of jobs.” (T1)

“Yes, as team work is a vital ability that employers look for.” (T2)

This student, for example, confirmed at T2 that it would benefit them in their chosen career [33]:

“Yes, because I’m interested in software development and that whole subject is based on teamwork.” (T1)

“Yes, because software engineering is project based, so it involves lots of programmers that have to co-operate.” (T2)
This student changed his/her skeptical view [43]:

“No, because I always study for myself.” (T1)

“It helped me to practise presentations, so for sure.” (T2)

C. Social Life

Given the prominence of social learning [10] in the rationale for the module, it was a little disappointing that this question was answered less frequently—of the 81 participants, 58 answered at T1, and 57 at T2. However, most of them were positive that group work would lead to more social connections:

“Get to know people better.” (T1)

“It helps you to get to know your fellow students.” (T2)

“Yes, I believe that working in groups will introduce me to new people; improve my social life.” (T1)

“Yes, it may help me to understand others more and respect their individual opinions.” (T2)

A considerable minority mentioned friendship (see section H); however, some were ambivalent:

“It might. Getting new faces to meet.” (T1)

“Kind of. I mean obviously yes, since I connected with others, but I don’t see group work as the primary form of making new connections.” (T2)

D. Personal Development

Nearly all participants answered this question, and interpretations were varied. Many responses were candid [27]:

“It will definitely do. Working with peers and finding solutions to problems together is very important.” (T1)

“It will make me a better person. New qualities that will improve my personality.” (T2)

“Might. Meeting new perspectives adds to one’s personality.” (T1)

“I am learning a lot about myself, how I participate in group work and how I deal with stressful situations.” (T2)

and some constructive:

“I will learn from others, taking positive aspects and making them my own.” (T1)

“Yes, I am more and more capable of speaking up in a group situation.” (T2)

Many responses talked about improving confidence (see section E).

E. Confidence

The theme of confidence emerged as a theme from participants’ responses to Q3 and Q4. Several expected or gained greater confidence in giving presentations [47]:

“I will feel confident presenting myself more than previously, and able to take my work life forward, therefore my personal development.” (T1)

“More confident at speaking and improve my ability to pull as part of that team.” (T2)

Others reported greater self-efficacy [27]:

“Yes, it will have a positive impact as I will be developing better social skills.” (T1)

“Yes, develop more skills and build confidence.” (T2)

“Yes, it will improve my confidence and my understanding of the work, as I will see different opinions and be forced to develop as a student.” (T1)

“Yes, positively, as it has boosted my confidence and improved my thought process when faced with future projects.” (T2)

F. Shared Effort

Fourteen participants expressed concerns at T1 about team members sharing workload fairly, with slightly fewer – 11 – at T2 [42]. Almost all responses were to the “Academic success” question. One expressed outright hostility towards loafers and, interestingly, the diligent isolates [43]:

“There were always some individuals who didn’t work or collaborate. Same experience always therefore I hate it.” (T1)

[This participant’s T2 response was by contrast blandly unemotional.]

Most expressed caution against group work rather than hostility, and some changed their view:

“Yes, it depends on the group. If all the members are hard workers, then the impact will be extremely positive. If it is the opposite, then maybe you can see yourself slowed down.” (T1)

“It helped me learning that things can get complicated but by working together all goes fine in the end.” (T2)

G. Anxiety

Three participants raised their anxiety candidly at T1 [48], but none of them mentioned it at T2, for example:

“Allow me to be more confident in dealing with others, as I have slight social anxiety.” (T1)

“More confident for taking the lead in social activities.” (T2)

“Yes, it can be beneficial to mental health, as it builds on confidence and can reduce issues such as anxiety or depression.” (T1)

“Yes, because we need to be comfortable with talking to people.” (T2)
H. Friendship

Almost all answers that directly mentioned friendship did so in response to Q3 “Do you think group work will impact on your social life, and if so, in what ways?”:

“Could make some close friends.” (T₁)

“Yes, as I made friends.” (T₂)

Friendships can be valuable support when navigating the crucial first semester [2]:

“It will allow me to make new friends. Moving to a new city is daunting and this should help.” (T₁)

“Yes, because it allows you to make and improve friendships.” (T₂)

I. Communication

Contrary to the view that soft skills are an innate, personal attribute [31], participants viewed the key soft skill of communication as a learnable skill acquired during group work:

“Yes, it will enhance my communication and listening skills which will help improve myself overall.” (T₁)

“Yes, develop communication skills.” (T₂)

This participant valued being put into a group [53] because they find communicating difficult, as evidenced at T₁:

“Yes, as someone who isn’t great at socialising, being able to work in a group will help with my ability (or inability) to communicate with others.” (T₁)

“Yes, being put into groups is easier than having to introduce yourself.” (T₂)

IX. Discussion

Most of the responses we received were characterized by a marked openness towards learning from others and using the experience of group work for self-improvement. This positivity towards, and desire to benefit from, group work, especially when expressed at T₂, confirmed our fundamental experience of group work for self-improvement. This participant valued being put into a group because they find communicating difficult, as evidenced at T₁:

“Yes, as someone who isn’t great at socialising, being able to work in a group will help with my ability (or inability) to communicate with others.” (T₁)

“Yes, being put into groups is easier than having to introduce yourself.” (T₂)

Finally, our implicit aim in adopting a small-group configuration was to foster supportive relationships. We pictured ourselves as the freshers we once were, walking into a crowded lecture theatre, scanning the room for someone we might know well enough to sit next to. We were gratified by the words “friend” or “friends” being mentioned 50 times in the responses. We cannot say for certain that all these references are the result of collaboration on SimVenture, as the responses. We were looking out for greater negativity or indeed positivity, or a more nuanced experience, and we were pleased that students did not by and large become jaded or cynical about group work.

X. Conclusions

Our aim in this project was to explore whether the experience of participating in a group work module made a discernable difference in students’ expressions of their expectations of group work. We were looking out for greater negativity or indeed positivity, or a more nuanced understanding of the future benefits of group work. Although this study was not intended as an evaluation of the module itself, a preponderance of negative comments at T₂ would have indicated students’ dissatisfaction with the group work experience, and we were pleased that students did not by and large become jaded or cynical about group work.

This was a small sample of first years expressing their views having experienced only one module; whilst we did see individuals modify their view between T₁ and T₂, there was little difference between the two samples overall. A major concern with the study was that, by focusing it on four quite specific questions, we were narrowing the scope of response we would receive, and answers would not depart from the terms we had used, which would fatally undermine the overall
qualitative approach. However, even though our questions were tightly-structured and hence produced some focused and predictable data, the nature of students’ response to all four of our questions was broader and less emphatic than we had expected. We were able to hear students’ own views, some of which were quite revelatory, and around quite personal themes such as confidence, friendship and their future selves.

Far from conforming to the stereotype of reluctant collaborators, these CS students proved open to group work and appreciative of its benefits, particularly in boosting their soft skills. Whilst those who felt they lacked such skills were apt to consider them personal shortcomings, almost all expressed a belief that such skills could be acquired.

Our broader aim in detailing the active learning design and the simulation used in our group work module, was to show that, despite belonging to a large cohort of 100+, our students were given the opportunity to benefit from small-group interaction. We would suggest that the benefit to students who remain receptive towards the group work so necessary for employability, is worth the investment of staff, lab and software resources. As one of our participants said at T2, “It has taught me to work with others and enjoy it”.
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